In this study, we consider three main collisions in dusty plasmas and investigate the effects of dust grains on the propagation of electromagnetic (EM) waves through uniform, unmagnetized and weakly ionized dusty plasma. The Drude model is improved to describe the dielectric property of dusty plasmas, which accounts for collisions including electron-molecule, electronion, and electron-dust particles. Based on the improved Drude model, the propagation characteristics of microwaves in dusty plasmas have been numerically calculated and studied. The results show that the propagation characteristics of microwaves through dusty plasmas are different from those through normal plasmas. The effects of dust density and size are mainly studied. Numerical results indicate that the momentum transfer between electrons and dust grains makes more energy loss. The dust density and dust size have a similar influence on EM wave propagation, resulting in less transmission and more absorption.
Introduction
Interaction between EM waves and plasmas is the main problem in space communication and reentry physics applications [1] [2] [3] . The propagation of EM waves in plasmas, including unmagnetized [4, 5] , magnetized [6, 7] , homogeneous [8, 9] , and inhomogeneous [10] waves, has been extensively studied in recent years. Other waves in plasmas include electrostatic waves [11] and kinetic Alfvén waves [12, 13] . Kinetic Alfvén waves are low-frequency electromagnetic waves in magnetized plasmas. For propagation of high-frequency electromagnetic waves in plasmas, the Drude model is always used. In the preceding studies, researchers considered these to be 'ideal plasmas', as they contain only electrons, ions, and molecules. Real plasmas, however, inextricably coexist with up to micron-sized, charged dust grains [14] . The admixture of electrons, ions, neutral molecules, and charged dust particles which form dusty plasmas [15] existing in space [16] , atmosphere [17] , and laboratory [18] have attracted great attention.
Dust grains immersed in plasmas not only change the charge composition, but also introduce new physical processes into the system such as charging processes [19] , plasma crystals [20] , and dust acoustic solitary waves [21, 22] . It is commonly known that the propagation characteristics of EM waves passing through weakly ionized plasmas are mainly affected by collisions between plasma particles, and especially collisions between electrons and molecules [23, 24] . More complex collisions introduced by dust grains complicate the propagation of EM waves in dusty plasmas [25] and, further, these charged grains disturb the charge distribution [26] and the potential around grains in a very complex manner [27] . Although the density of dust grains is well below that of molecules in dusty plasmas, the large-scale dust grains severely affect EM wave propagation. In this study, in an effort to ascertain the detailed effects of dust grains on dusty plasmas, we examine the various collisions in the interaction between EM waves and dusty plasmas via the Drude model.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the three main types of collisions we examined: electron-molecule, electron-ion, and electrondust. Our dusty plasma model and the propagation model are presented in sections 3 and 4. In section 5, we apply the Drude model to evaluate the factors that affect propagation characteristics, including degree of ionization, dust density, and dust size. Conclusions are provided in section 6.
Collisions in dusty plasmas
We examined spherical dust grains immersed in unmagnetized plasma. The interaction between a single dust grain and plasma particles is a two-part process which includes (1) charging process and (2) collisions after charging equilibrium has been reached. Initially, electrons are more mobile than ions, charging the grain negatively by hitting the surface; this causes the grain to acquire a negative potential that repels electrons and attracts ions. According to the orbital motion limited (OML) theory, when the distribution of electrons and ions is Maxwellian, the electron and ion current collected by the grain can be represented as follows [14] : 
Here, r d is the grain's radius, e is the elementary charge, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and m e (m i ) and T e (T i ) are the mass and temperature of the electron (ion), respectively. ( ) n n e0 i0 is the electron (ion) density without the disturbance of grains, and q e =−e, q i =e. j s is the surface potential of the grain, also called its 'floating potential' when the sum of all currents to the surface of the grain is zero. We do not consider the effects of other currents (e.g., secondary, thermionic, or photoelectric emission of electrons from the grain surface, etc), so the floating condition is I e +I i =0. After the charging process reaches equilibrium, the collection charge of the grain is = -
Collisions between electrons and grains continue to exist, and can influence the properties of dusty plasmas after the charging process. According to OML theory, the cross section of collisions is [18] : is the mean free path of electrons. Equation (4) means the dust particle is isolated in the sense that other dust particles do not affect the motion of electrons in its vicinity. We neglect the collisions between ions and grains due to the fact that electrons respond faster than ions in microwaves. In order to measure the cross section, we should know the surface potential first. Using equations (1) and (2), when the floating condition I e +I i =0 is satisfied, we can get the surface potential j s .
There are two processes resulting in momentum transfer between electrons and dust grains [30] . The first process is direct collision and the second process is Coulomb scattering collision. The cross section of electrons' direct collision with a spherical negatively charged dust grain is given by equation (3). The Coulomb scattering cross section is given by Khrapak [30] :
Here, Considering direct collisions and Coulomb scattering, the total momentum transfer cross section is defined as
We can average the total cross section over the corresponding electron velocity distribution function. Assuming the electron velocity distribution satisfies the Maxwellian distribution,
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and thus the average total cross section is The total collision frequency has the following approximate expression [1] :
where υ et is the electron thermal velocity.
As we all know, the OML theory is incapable of evaluating the dust charge and plasma response in any situation when the radius of dust grains is large enough. The error of OML prediction becomes significant as the radius become large [31] . Delzanno and Tang gave a revised OML theory to predict dust charge [32] . We can get more correct dust charge and plasma response from the revised OML theory. However, in our study, equation (8) indicates that the surface potential is more important to deriving collision between electrons and dust grains. The dust charge and plasma response are not needed, so the OML theory is capable here.
At this point, we have derived the collision frequency between electrons and grains. There are other important interactions in dusty plasma, such as interaction between electrons and molecules as well as between electrons and ions. Because the density of dust grains in plasmas is low,
ei0 and especially when considering weakly ionized dusty plasmas,  ( ) n n , e i 0 m the main interactions might be electron-molecule collisions, where n m is the density of a neutral molecule. Also, the radius of dust grains is much larger than the radius of molecules, so we cannot neglect the collision between electrons and dust grains. The collision frequency between electrons and molecules is typically written as et m Much more accurate data on electron-molecule collisional cross sections is available in [33] . Usually, different gas has different collision cross sections, and we found that the experimental data have the same magnitudes with the theoretical data. Our study addresses the general situation, without reference to any particular gas. Therefore, in our study we used the hard sphere model to get the cross section, and the effective collision frequency between collision electrons and molecules is simplified as
It is also important to note that the collision between electrons and ions is different because of a positive ion attracting an electron. The effective collision frequency between electrons and ions can be derived in the same way as the effective collision frequency between electrons and molecules [1] :
B
Due to Debye shielding, electrons do not effectively collide with ions at large distances. We focus on small-angle collisions and neglect these large-angle collisions due to the relatively small amount of energy loss in large-angle collisions. The collision frequency between electrons and ions is [34] 
where lnΛ is the Coulomb logarithm for plasmas (we set lnΛ=14 in our simulations [34] ).
Dusty plasma model
Since traditional plasmas are dispersive mediums, the Drude model can be used to describe plasmas [35, 36] . The Drude model is usually used in the study of interaction between EM waves and plasmas. The dielectric permittivity is e w e w w w = + -
where ω p is the plasma frequency, j is the imaginary unit, ω is the frequency of the incident wave, and v t is total effective collision frequency in plasma. And we know v t in the Drude model represents collisions of electrons; these collisions can be with any other particles in plasmas and even dusty plasmas. In weakly ionized unmagnetized plasma, the degree of ionization is low, so v t is dependent mainly on the collisions between electrons and molecules. If the influences of different collisions in dusty plasmas are considered and other processes are ignored, the Drude model can also be utilized to describe dusty plasmas-nevertheless, the total effective collision frequency changes. What's more, v t means electron collision frequency with energy exchanges in which electrons transfer the energy from EM waves to the particles they are colliding with. For this reason, we expand the application scope of the Drude model to dusty plasmas. When the degree of ionization increases, the influence of electron-ion collision occasionally becomes significant. Moreover, the interaction between dust grains and electrons which may affect the EM wave propagation is taken into account. If
ei0 the properties of dusty plasmas are similar to those of traditional plasmas, but the effect of interaction between dust grains and plasma particles can no longer be neglected because the dust grains are much larger than molecules. Thus, three types of collisions are contained in our dusty plasma model. The dielectric permittivity of the dusty plasma is the same as equation (14), though the total collision frequency takes a different form:
EM wave propagation model
The propagation properties of EM waves in weakly ionized dusty plasmas depend on the permittivity of the dusty plasma. Electrons move quickly in EM waves, resulting in collisions with molecules, ions, and dust grains; differing collisions in the dusty plasma cause the EM waves to lose energy. We use a simple 1D bulk dusty plasma slab (figure 1) to investigate the interaction between EM waves and dusty plasmas. The thickness of the dusty plasma slab is d=15 cm [3] , and plane EM waves are incident from free space and then traverse the dusty plasma. The reflection coefficient (R) and transmission coefficient (T) are defined as follows:
Here, E i , E r , and E t are the electric field intensity of the incident wave, reflection wave, and transmission wave, respectively. The absorption coefficient (A) can be obtained as
Propagation characteristics of the wave are simulated here via the finite-difference time-domain method. The main simulation parameters of the dusty plasmas are listed in table 1.
Using the main parameters in We find that the collision frequency between electrons and ions is really small, so the interaction between electrons and ions is always neglected. However, since the radius of dust grains is much larger than the radius of molecules, if the radius or the density of dust grains is significant, we should consider the collision frequency between electrons and dust grains. Then equation (14) can be written as
In section 5, we first study the propagation characteristics in plasma and in dusty plasmas; then we investigate the influence of ionization degrees, dust density, and dust size on EM wave propagation.
Simulation results and discussion

Propagation characteristics in plasma and dusty plasma
We use the Drude model to study the interaction between EM waves and dusty plasmas. The propagation coefficients are affected by electron density and collision frequency in the Drude model, for which we simplify dusty plasmas and consider the charging process of dust grains and the collision between electrons and dust grains. For plasmas, the total collision frequency is figure 2 that dust grains could influence the propagation characteristics of EM waves. The reflection coefficients exhibit smooth changes in the low incident wave frequency (<20 GHz); then the curve vibrates periodically due to a resonance effect. Also, the GHz waves produce lower reflection coefficients in dusty plasmas than plasmas, which indicates that fewer GHz waves might be reflected by dusty plasmas. In figure 2(b) , the curves reveal that EM waves in the low GHz range (<20 GHz) experience difficulty transmitting through both plasmas and dusty plasmas. However, in the high GHz range (>20 GHz), the transmission coefficients in plasmas are higher than those in dusty plasmas. In figure 3 (c), we notice that the absorption coefficients of dusty plasmas are higher than those of plasmas in the total incident frequency range. Electrons get energy from EM waves and then lose it by collision processes. We conclude that dust grains would result in more energy loss of EM waves in dusty plasmas than in plasmas.
Propagation characteristics for different degrees of ionization
In weakly ionized plasmas, the collisions between electrons and ions are normally neglected if  ( ) n n . e i 0 m As the degree of ionization becomes significant, the collision frequency between electrons and ions must be added in to the total collision frequency, but the collision frequency is still low. There are more electrons and ions in the unit volume as the degree of ionization increases. The electron frequency w e = n e m pe e0
2 0 e is generally defined as the plasma frequency ω p for  m m.
The plasma frequency is a main parameter in the Drude model, so the degree of ionization might influence the propagation of EM waves.
As shown in figure 3 , the degree of ionization has a remarkable influence on the propagation of EM waves in our simulations. Low-frequency waves (<20 GHz) are nearly all reflected by the dusty plasma, and high-frequency waves (>30 GHz) easily traverse the dusty plasma. However, highfrequency waves are more likely to be reflected by the dusty plasma as the degree of ionization increases. Another obvious change shown in figure 3 is that the cut-off frequency, i.e., the plasma frequency, grows higher with larger degrees of ionization. In figure 3(c) , we could conclude that the absorption-peak frequency increases with the increase of ionization degree, and the peak values do not change with ionization degree. We conclude that the degrees of ionization select EM waves of a frequency range which can transmit through dusty plasmas easily, and the tendency of different ionization curves in figure 3 are similar. 
Propagation characteristics for different dust grain density
The results of simulating different dust grain densities are displayed in figure 4 . Low-frequency waves (<20 GHz) are more likely to transmit the dusty plasma and are hardly reflected when dust grain density is high; however, in the region of high-frequency incident waves (>20 GHz), greater dust grain density means lower transmission coefficient. More energy is absorbed by the dusty plasma as a result of stronger interaction between electrons and dust grains, which is shown in figure 4(c) . With the increase of dust grain density, the absorption coefficient rises. Reflection coefficient and transmission coefficient shows small difference between n d =10 11 m −3 and n d =10 12 m −3 , suggesting that only when the density of dust grains is sufficiently large are the EM wave propagation characteristics affected by the grains. These observations explain why Table 1 . Main parameters of the dusty plasma [1, 14, 35] . researchers usually ignore the low-density dust grains in dusty plasmas when studying EM wave interactions with plasmas.
Propagation characteristics for different dust grain size
We find the size of the dust grains exerts the same effect on propagation coefficients as the density; the trends are dependent on equation (8) , in which the collision frequency between electrons and dust grains is proportional to the density and square of the radius. Figure 5 shows that smaller dust grains have limited influence on the transmission of EM waves, and that only when the dust grains are sufficiently large does the order of magnitude of electron-dust collision frequency approach that of electron-molecule collision. Electrons collide with large dust grains more easily than small ones, causing the EM waves to lose energy. The peak frequency in figure 5 (c) does not change with the dust grain size, and when the dust grains are large enough, the energy of the EM waves would be absorbed totally.
Conclusion
In this study, we expand the application scope of the Drude model to describe dusty plasma interaction with EM waves and we discuss the influence of dust grains in plasmas on EM wave propagation in detail. The energy loss of EM waves in dusty plasmas is affected by the momentum exchange between electrons and dust grains. We find that the propagation characteristics of EM waves are different in plasmas with and without dust grains. Dust grains cause more energy loss in EM waves. The degree of ionization influences the plasma frequency and then changes the peak frequency. We also find that the size and density of dust grains has a similar impact on propagation coefficients: larger size or higher density results in lower reflection coefficient in low-frequency waves (<20 GHz) and lower transmission coefficient in high-frequency waves (>20 GHz). Large dust size and high dust density make electrons collide with dust grains easily, so EM waves lose more energy. In short, our most notable observation is that dust grains disturb EM wave propagation in dusty plasmas when the grains are high in size and/or density. 
